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Superior Design
The Kenect 5G range replicates some of the most world’s most  
beautiful timbers. Its advanced technology delivers the realism that 
creates such visual appeal.

Durable  
It is Aloxplus protection, combined with a heavy-duty wear layer,  
that make Kenect 5G a highly durable product and the ideal flooring 
solution for a modern lifestyle.

Phthalate Free  
Kenect 5G is fully Phthalate free making it a safe flooring for the  
whole family to enjoy and your children to play on. 

Waterproof  
The planks are fully impervious to water. Unlike most Laminates,  
it will not swell, even if fully submerged. 

Quieter & Softer to walk on  
The 1.5mm odour free IXPE acoustic backing, combined with the  
LVT comfort layer, significantly reduce noise transfer, especially to 
rooms below, making the planks quieter and more comfortable to  
stand or walk on.

Low Maintenance  
Kenect 5G is simple to maintain and will never need sanding. 

Ease of Installation  
Kenect 5G is named for its advanced 5G locking system. Apart from  
its strength, it allows planks to be quickly installed using simple  
drop-down technology. No adhesives are required. Provided they  
are level Kenect 5G can be laid over most existing hard floors. 

…and you can take it with you  
What’s more, should you wish, you can simply  
pick it up and move it elsewhere.

New Advanced Hybrid Flooring
Kenect 5G is a multi-layered, waterproof floor which features  
the most advanced Hybrid core technology combined with the  
best features of LVT. 

A truly advanced Hybrid.

Technically
The core of Kenect 5G is constructed using Limestone Calcium  
bonded with Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC). This ensures the product is  
both dimensionally and structurally stable. 

A secondary manufacturing process, Automated Hot Press (AHP),  
binds it all together with 2 LVT layers. 

The benefits of this process are:
> The top LVT layer delivers a more realistic and tactile surface finish.
> The additional stability LVT layer makes the floor softer and quieter 

and more stable.

The many benefits of Kenect 5G flooring

MT FUJI OAK  KC1520

Setting the new standard  
in reproduction of the  
most iconic timbers.

HAND BURNISHED OAK  KC1521

Advanced embossing  
techniques deliver a more 
realistic and tactile floor.

SANDY OAK  KC1522

The 5G locking system  
makes it easy to install.
No adhesives required.

RARE GOAST GUM  KC1523

Phthalate free safety for  
all the family.

HERITAGE OAK BLEND  KC1524

Advanced core construction 
for greater stability, comfort 
and quietness.

COVER : HAND BURNISHED OAK  KC1521
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

 USAGE   Heavy Domestic – 23     Commercial – 32

 THICKNESS   6.5mm WEAR LAYER   0.5mm

SIZE   228.6mm x 1524mm

 M² PER CARTON   2.09m2 QTY PER CARTON   6 Planks

WARRANTY   Lifetime Residential / 15 Year Commercial

LIFE
TIME
LIFE
TIME

VIC (03) 9765 2222   QLD (07) 3881 1000    NSW/ACT 1300 785 000   WA/SA/TAS/NT 1800 674 145

HIGHLAND SPOTTED GUM  KC1525

Kenect planks are impervious 
to water, even if submerged.

VALLEY SPOTTED  KC1526

Rearranging rooms or moving 
house? You can pick it up, 
move it, or take it with you.

COASTAL BLACKBUTT  KC1527

Aloxplus protection for  
maximum durability.

Product colours are depicted within the limitations of the printing process.  
Actual product should be viewed prior to final selection.

Odour free IXPE  
acoustic backing.

 

   AloxPlus surface protection  
layer. Durable, hygienic  

& easy to clean. 

   Heavy-duty wear layer  
     provides superior protection  

in both residential and  
commercial installations.

High definition  
photographic layer.  
Creating the visual of  
beautiful timbers.

The Kenect Advanced 5G locking system

SPC – solid Polymer  
& Limestone core.

Advanced 5G  
locking system.Top LVT design & comfort layer.

   Base LVT Stability & comfort layer.

Distributed by Kenbrock Pty Ltd   




